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FOREWORD 

The current NASA Planetary Programs Mission Model (dated February 18, 1975) 

includes the following missions to Venus: 

(1) Pioneer Venus - approved mission with two launches in 1978. 

(2) Venus Orbital Imaging Radar (VOIR) - two launches in 1983 (new start 

FY 81). 

(3) Venus Large Lander- no launch year indication (see below). 

This Mission Model was established as the result of studies in 1974 by the 

Committee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration (COMPLEX) of the National Academy 

of Sciences' Space Science Board (Opportunities and Choices in Space Science, 

1974, published in 1975). The COMPLEX/NAS report recommended the sequence 

indicated above, with a reference to the third mission as an "undefined surface 

probe mission" with a launch ,date "later than 1987". A Pioneer balloon mission 

was also mentioned but considered "not at present an essential part of the main 

exploration sequence". 

Earlier comprehensive studies of Venus exploration science objectives 

(Venus--Strategy for Exploration, Report of a Study by the Space Science Board, 

National Academy of Sciences, June 1970) also considered lander and balloon 

missions, but concentrated primarily on the scientific objectives of what was 

destined to become Pioneer Venus as a new start in FY 75. Since the 1970 study, 

we have had the Mariner 10, Veneras 7 and 8 missions encountering Venus (with 

9 and 10 on their way), the selection of experiments for Pioneer Venus and the 

introduction of the VOIR concept. It is thus apparent that another in-depth 

look at future Venus exploration could be productive. That look was taken and 

the results summarized herein. 



INTRODUCTION 

This document attempts to summarize briefly the contents of an extensive 

report with the same title, to be published as NASA TM X-62,450, in July 1975. 

That report represents the culmination of a six-month (January-July 1975) 

in-house study, requested and supported by the Planetary Programs Office (Code 

SL) of the Office of Space Science (Code S) at NASA Headquarters. Some 30 

research scientists and engineers participated in the study, all on a part-time 

basis. The scientists involved were drawn mainly from the Space Science Divi

sion. Those participants associated with mission and engineering aspects were 

drawn from the Systems Studies Division. As part of the study, a distinguished 

scientific board of review, intimately acquainted with planetary, and particularly, 

Venus exploration, was convened at Ames on June 12, 1975 to critically review 

our conclusions and recommendations. The report was modified considerably as a 

result of the constructive criticisms offered at that review. However, the 

final report should not be construed as an endorsement of our recommendations by 

the review board. The authors accept full responsibility for the entire contents 

therein. 

The objectives of the study were to: 

(l) Isolate the major scientific questions concerning the planet Venus 

that will remain following the Pioneer Venus missions ending in August 1979. 

(2) Recommend a sequence of follow-on spacecraft missions to Venus for 

the 1980's. 

(3) Recommend areas for early initiation of long lead-time experiment 

and instrument development, spacecraft engineering development, and mission 

analyses. 

The study objectives were accomplished by addressing a logical sequence 
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of identifiable tasks: 

(1) Outline the major goals of planetary exploration (origins, evolution, 

comparative planetology and meteorology). - (1.1) 
~'~ 

(2) Determine the role Venus exploration plays towards the fulfillment 

of those goals, and develop a comprehensive list of exploration objectives 

therefrom, appropriate to the Venus ionosphere, atmosphere, clouds, surface, 

and interior. - (1.2) 

(3) Survey the current state-of-knowledge of Venus. - (3.0) 

(4) Critically assess the contributions expected of (a) the Pioneer Venus 

Orbiter and Multiprobe Missions (1978-1979), (b) Earth-based radar and optical 

observations (1975-1980), and (c) potential Venera missions (1975, 1977, 1978) 

toward answering some of the outstanding, current scientific questions. - (4.0) 

(5) Isolate the major limitations of the above programs and thereby the 

major gaps in knowledge which will exist in the post-Pioneer Venus time frame. 

(5.0) 

(6) Study the technological and instrumental feasibility, effectiveness, 

and uniqueness of particular spacecraft types [Orbiters (6.0), Entry Probes 

(7.0), Balloons and Dropsondes (8.0), Survivable Landers and Penetrators (9.0)] 

for addressing those major gaps in knowledge. 

(7) Develop an optimum strategy for a sequence of spacecraft missions to 

Venus during the 1980's. - (10.0) 

(8) Identify the major technological and instrumental developments required 

to support the implementation of our recommendations. - (10.0) 

* I Numbers in parens. are indicative of sections of the complete report 
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Major Conclusions 

(1) The role and importance of continuing exploration of Venus in helping 

to fulfill solar system planetary exploration objectives is clear and unquestioned. 

Venus is of equivalent importance to Earth, Mars, and Jupiter for comparative 

meteorology and climatology studies, and to Earth, Mars, Mercury, the Moon, 

and other planetary satellites for comparative planetology studies (1.0). 

(2) Considering all the major scientific questions associated with 

planetary exploration (1.0), probably fewer are answered for Venus, currently, 

than for any of the other terrestrial planets (Mercury, Moon, Earth, Mars). 

This ignorance is, of course, not due to lack of intrinsic interest, but rather 

to the difficulties of remotely sensing the planetary surface and the atmosphere 

below the ubiquitous cloud cover (3.0). 

(3) Despite the apparent proliferation of interest in Venus exploration 

during the next few years, many first-order questions will remain unanswered (5.0) 

and Venus will probably remain the least understood of the terrestrial planets 

at the end of the decade. The Pioneer Venus program, consisting of a single 

Orbiter Mission and multiple Entry Probe Mission, both to be launched during the 

1978 opportunity (Appendix A), will address (4.0) many of the outstanding 

scientific questions concerning Venus (1.0) during the encounter lifetime (Dec. 

1918 - Aug. 1979). In addition, Earth-based radar observations of the planet's 

surface in the period 1975-1980 with much-improved spatial resolution and 

sensitivity will provide valuable geologic data (6.0). Although the 1975 and 

1977 launch opportunities will be passed up by the United States, significant 

surface and atmospheric data may well be provided by Venera-series missions 

* expected to be launched by the U.S.S.R. during these periods; and during the 1978 

*At the time of this writing, Veneras 9 and 10 have been launched and are 
scheduled to encounter Venus in October 1975. Ihformation relating to the 
scientific objectives and payloads has not been released as yet. 

I 
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opportunity. These accomplishments will increase greatly our knowledge of 

Venus; however existing and AeW knowledge relating to the other terrestrial planets 

will serve to maintain their current advantage. Mercury is relatively uninterest-

ing meteorologically, and its surface characteristics were explored with the 

three recent Mariner 10 imaging flybys, at least for one-half the planet. Mars 

is of vital interest to both comparative meteorology and planetology, but with 

the completion of the Mariner 9 Orbiter Mission in 1972 and the Viking mission 
r . 

in 1976, giant steps toward understanding the red planet will have been 

accomplished. 

(4) Clearly, follow-on missions to Venus should be given high priority 

and a reasonable fraction of the NASA planetary program "planning wedge" dollars 

should be devoted to them. Scientifically-attractive and cost-effective missions 

to Venus are conceptually available and can be implemented with achievable 

spacecraft and launch vehicle technology and for launch in the early 1980's. 

(6.0 - 9.0, Appendix B). Orbiters (6.0) and Landers (9.0) are particularly 

attractive for addressing questions associated with the planetary surface and 

interior, while questions on the atmosphere unanswered by Pioneer Venus are best 

investigated by advanced Entry Probes (7.0), Balloons (8.0), and Orbiters. 

Within fach of these spacecraft tjpes, there is a broad spectrum of mission 

possibilities ranging from single, simple, small, short-lived to multiple, 

relatively advanced, large, long-lived vehicles. 

(5) The study results suggest a reasonable and justifiable mission 

strategy (presented below) for post-Pioneer Venus exploration (10.0). Realistically, 

however, any scenario will need to be reassessed critically following major 

advances to current scientific knowledge. Certainly, major reevaluation points 

will coinc~de with the completion of Venera missions during the 1975, 1977, and 

1978 opportunities, and with the Pioneer Venus missions in 1978-1979. 
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(6) A lasting major value resulting from the study and from the develop

ment of a mission strategy extending over one and one-half decades is the early 

identification of critical areas requiring technology development. Long lead

time developments must be initiated prior to the 1980's, particularly for 

Lander, Entry Probe, and Balloon missions, if available hardware is to keep 

pace with the recommended missions (10.0). 

Major Recommendations 

Although we recognize the important role that limited funding will play 

in the final planning and selection of future missions, we have attempted to 

separate scientific from economic considerations. Our recommendations are based 

mainly on the former and on appraisals of available and foreseeable technology. 

However they have also been evaluated for fiscal realism against the space 

sciences planetary program future budgetary expectations. 

Since timing is a critical aspect of planetary exploration planning, it 

is instructive to address the question of desirable mission frequency. Venus 

launch opportunities occur at roughly 19-month intervals. In view of the large 

number of identified missions of high scientific value, it is our recommendation 

that missions be planned to coincide with every second Venus opportunity. To 

launch a mission at every opportunity is not efficient from the viewpoint of 

information returned in relation to effort expended. Primarily, this is because 

a 19-month spacing does not permit findings and questions from one mission to be 

properly evaluated and factored into the next mission. On the other hand, 

missions at every third opportunity (i.e., 57 months) are so widely spaced 

that progress in exploration would be tantalizingly slow. It would be difficult 

to sustain a continuously productive effort, not to mention widespread scientific 

interest and support, particularly in light of a U.S.S.R. program which apparently 

will take advantage of almost every opportunity. Most importantly, the 
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acquisition of comparative meteorology data, which could have very real and 

important implications with respect to understanding the weather here on Earth 

and its long-term trends and variations, a problem of great pot~ntial economic 

and human value, would be unduly delayed. 

The recommended sequence of Venus exploration missions is shown in table 1. 

Four missions, including Pioneer Venus, are recommended for the seven launch 

opportunities between May/August 1978 and March 1988. An Orbiter mission 

dedicated primarily (but not exclusively) to global, high-resolution surface 

mapping is recommended for the 1981 opportunity as a follow-on to the atmospherically

oriented Pioneer Venus 1978 mission. A multipleLander mission dedicated primarily 

to regional surface measurements is recommended for the 1985 opportunity. Finally, 

an atmospherically-oriented mission is recommended for the 1988 opportunity. 

There is little question that the least known scientific aspects concerning 

Venus in the post-Pioneer Venus era will involve surface (certainly on a global 

scale) and interior processes. and properties. The best two;pronged approach to 

these problems appears to be an Orbiting radar-imaging mission (6.0) followed by 

a survivable Lander mission (9.0). Hence; we recommend an Orbiting radar-imaging 

mission to Venus as soon as possible following Pioneer Venus. The VOIR program, 

currently scheduled for 1983 in the latest NASA mission model, appears to offer 

the maximum scientific return at the earliest possible date. Thus, we endorse 

the VOIR Mission for the 1981 opportunity. Note that to accomplish this mission 

in 1981 requires an FY 77 or FY 78 new start at the latest. It is recognized 

that the VOIR mission faces significant competition as a new start, especially in 

light of a relatively small planning wedge, in ~hose years. (See figure 1.) 

Thus the likelihood of a launch slip to the 1983 opportunity is high, to a point 

where a new start in FY 79 is more tolerable with ~espect to the planning wedge. 

If such a slip is deemed likely, then we recommend That radar imaging from a 
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Launch Date 

Basic Mission 

New Start Year 
(Start Date) 

Basic 
ROM -

I 
-...,J 
I 

Mission Cost 
FY-75 M$ 

May/August March 
1978 1980 

Pioneer 
Venus 
Orbiter/ 
Multiprobe 

FY-75 FY-76 
(Dec 1974) (Mar 1976) 

169 

Table 1 

Recommended Scenario 

November June January August March November June 
1981 1983 1985 1986 1988 1989 1991 

Venus Multiple-
Orbiter Surface 

Atmospheric ? Imaging Lander 
Radar (VOIR) 

FY-78 FY-79 FY-81 FY-82 FY-84 FY-86 FY-87 
(Nov 1977) (Jun 1979) (Jan 1981) (Aug 1982) (Mar 1984) (Nov 1985) (Jun 1987) 

205 200-400 175 



Figure 1 

Proposed Venus Exploration Vs. Planning Wedge ($M) 

75 76(l) 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 Total 

Pioneer Venus (78) 20 71 39 19 12 9 169 

VOIR (81) 26 86 77 16 205 

Lander ( 85) 44 132 88 36 300 

t>.tmosphere (88)· 25 75 50 25 175 

Total 20 71 39 45 98 86 60 132 88 61 75 50 25 

I I Planning Wedge 4 114 248 396 400 490 580 666 666 666 666 666 
' (X) 

I 
10( 2 ) 22( 2 ) 19( 2 ) Percent (2) (2) (2) 12 23 13 9 11 8 4 

(1) Includes FY-7T (Includes 3 month's fiscal year redefinition) 

(2) Pioneer Venus not included in planning wedge 

' -- --------------------------



spin-stabilized spacecraft be fully assessed for scientific equivalence to and 

possible cost-advantage relative to the 3-axis-stabilized VOIR (6.0). 

An important aspect of the proposed Orbiting radar mapper mission is that 

its desirability as a post-Pioneer Venus follow-on should remain unchallenged 

by Pioneer Venus, likely Venera missions, and ground-based observations. The 

Pioneer Venus radar altimeter will provide measurements of surface height to an 

accuracy of about 50 meters with a 300 meter resolution of surface variations. 

A limited number of image patches with 20 to 40 km square resolution elements 

will also be obtained. The U.S.S.R. program appears dedicated to atmospheric 

and spatially-limited regional surface measurements. Ground-based.radar 

observations of Venus will achieve, at best, l-2 km resolution maps over perhaps 

20-25% of the planet, at least up to 1980. Thus the scientifically justifiable 

requirement for ~l km resolution over 90-95% of the planet and <100 m resolution 

over at least 10 percent of the planet is achievable only from an Orbiting radar 

mission (6.0). 

The inclusion of one or more of the following non-radar experiment options 

(6.0) would greatly enhance the scientific effectiveness (hence the. degree and 

extent of scientific community support) of the Orbiter mission: 

(1) Solar wind interaction region measurements. 

(2) In situ aeronomy and ionospheric measurements. 

(3) Improved Pioneer Venus-type remote sensing measurements--high 

resolution, short-term (-10 min.) UV cloud imaging; IR spectrometry; short wave

length (300-llOOA) ultraviolet spectrometry; multi-wavelength microwave radiometry. ' 

(4) Improved gravity field measurements, possibly by means of a small 

subsatellite. 

Another desirable, though more complex, option would include deployment of a very 

simple Balloon experiment providing "ground-truth" observations for the remote 
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sensing observations of winds above the cloud tops and as a precursor to a more 

extensive Balloon mission (1988?). 

As shown in table 1, any mission to be launched during the 1985 opportunity 

requires a new start in FY~81 (at least by January 1981). By this time? the 

results from the Pioneer Venus program and from the Venera programs in 1975, 

1977, and 1978 should be fully avaalable as well as results from the continuing 

ground-based programs. A major decision will need to be made at that point 

whether to continue Venus exploration in 1985 with a Lander mission or an 

atmospherically-oriented mission. The best current strategy appears to be to 

postpone detailed consideration (but not required SRT developments) of an 

atmospherically-oriented mission until the results of Pioneer Venus are known. 

On the other hand, the design of a Lander mission does not depend significantly 

on Pioneer Venus results although the likely Venera program impacts may be 

substantial. Nevertheless, in view of the high return of atmospheric data 

expected from Pioneer Venus, we recommend a Multiple-Lander mission for the 1985 

opportunity (9.0). The spectrum of options potentially available within this 

category is indeed broad, ranging from a large number of very small, short

lifetime (-1 hour) devices deployed from an orbiter, or perhaps from balloons, 

or as integral parts of atmospheric entry probes, to a fewer number of larger, 

medium-lifetime (-10-20 hours) landers widely deployed from orbit. Even longer

lived landers (-days) are not beyond the realm of feasibility for the 1985 time 

period. The primary objective of short-lived landers would be rudimentary 

geochemical composition measurements while the medium-lived landers would 

incorporate seismic observations, more sophisticated geochemistry, and perhaps 

magnetometry. 

Any recommendation for a Lander mission to Venus must incorporate in its 

rationale sufficient consideration of the extent of U.S.S.R. competition, a 
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program which clearly has landed science as its main current and probably future 

thrust. This is not a simple task and it will not become easier as time passes. 

The United States has the apparent advantage of being able to produce much more 

sophisticated scientific experiments. This current advantage must be maintained 

and exploited. Venus is too important a scientific object to leave completely 

to others for exploration. 

Finally, an obvious and desirable non-surface oriented science option as an 

addition on the Landers is the incorporation of atmospheric experiments. In fact, 

we recommend that any Lander mission to Venus incorporate as much atmospheric 

science as possible without compromising the surface science and, the converse, 

that any atmospheric Entry Probe mission incorporate as much surface science as 

possible without compromising the atmospheric science. 

The atmospherically-oriented mission recommended for the 1988 opportunity 

must await Pioneer Venus results before any well-justified objectives can be 

selected. We have investigated potential advanced Entry Probe and Balloon 

missions based on questions unlikely to be answered by Pioneer Venus (7.0, 8.0), 

but the shortcomings presently are not quantifiable. We believer <the shortcomings 

will lie in three areas: (lf lack of truly global coverage, (2) lack of 

adequate definition of physical and chemical processes in Venus' upper atmosphere 

and (3) lack of sufficient definition of cloud properties. 

The recommended Entry Probe mission is designed to respond to these needs and 

consists of a large probe and two small probes, the latter deployed from Venus orbit. 

The large probe would incorporate aerodynamic lift resulting in a zoom-climb 

maneuver to make possible in situ investigations between 80 km and 170 km 

altitude. It would then reenter through the upper and lower atmosphere near the 

sub-solar region which is inaccessible to Pioneer Venus. The small probes would 

'likewise be targeted to high interest regions of the planet; one to a pole and 
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one to the backside of the planet which Pionee~ Venus cannot ~each. (7,0) 

A ~ange of Balloon options has been studied (8.0). Seve~al att~active 

possibilities a~e available (ci~culation measu~ements, cloud p~ope~ty measu~e-

ments, "g~ound-t~uth" measu~ements fo~ O~bite~ and Ea~th-based obse~vations; 

atmosphe~ic st~uctu~e o~ su~face p~ope~ty measu~ements by means of d~opsondes. 

The value of these data to p~ovide "g~ound-t~uth" fo~ Ea~th-based and o~bite~ 

obse~vations would be ve~y g~eat. Howeve~, an infusion of SRT.funds is ~equi~ed 

to make the desi~ed highly capable balloon missions-feasible and to imp~ove 

many of the ope~ating cha~acte~istics. C~itical Venus envi~onmental data a~e 

~equi~ed befo~e sophisticated balloon missions of maximum value can be designed 

in detail: fu~the~ definition of ci~culation patte~ns, upd~aft intensity and 

f~equency,acid content of clouds, sola~ flux ve~sus altitude. These data should 

be fo~thcoming f~om Pionee~ Venus. 

SRT Requi~ements 

I The development of technological ~~qui~ements and 

. I 
~ecommended missions ~equi~es long lead-times ln some 

expe~iments fo~ the 

cases, but no insu~mountable 

difficulties o~ obstacles a~e identified. As the explo~ation of Venus p~oceeds 

beyond-Pionee~ Venus, we must ~ecognize the absolute ~equi~ements fo~ new 

sophisticated technology and inst~umentation; we cartnot continue the "off-the-

shelf" myth. Thus, we st~ongly u~ge that NASA ~evitalize its SRT p~og~am as 

soon as possible to p~ovide funds fo~ the necessa~y inst~ument and othe~ 

technological developments well in advance of missidn app~oval. c~itical items 

fo~ SRT developments a~e listed in table 2. 

Othe~ Co~ide~ations 

I 
A b~oad spect~um of mission options was studied in the con~se of this study 

I 
(6.0-9.0) and they a~e summa~ily p~esented below. Mission launch weights va~ied 
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VOIR 

Table 2 

SRT Requirements 

o Expanded radar mapper capabilities - multispectral radar, stereographic 
techniques, dual polarization 

o Complementary experiment capabilities - gravity subsatellite, microwave 
radiometry, radio science 

o Auxiliary experiment capabilities - solar wind interaction, aeronomy, 
improved remote sensing capabilities (broad-band spectrometry, short
term imaging) 

o Laboratory studies - high temperature effects on soil properties 
(dielectric constant, etc.) 

o Spin-stabilized spacecraft radar mapping, UV line-scan imaging systems 

Lander 

o Short (-1 hr.) and medium (8-20 hr~ lifetj,me lander designs 

o Mission analyses - multiple short life landers, mixed short and medium 
life landers, shuttle/IUS applications, gravity-assist mission 
applications, simultaneous orbiter mission 

o Science instruments - y-ray spectrometry and X-ray flourescence tech
niques for short and medium life lander applications; advanced 
techniques for longer-lived landers above plus age dating techniques, 
solar tide measuring system 

o Long (- days) Life Lander Systems - High temperature systems and 
electronics, cooling systems 

o Auxiliary experiment capabilities - atmospheric entry experiments 

Entry Probe 

-~ 
\ 

\ 

o Probe system design - lifting probe, zoom climb trajectories; orbital 
deployment 

o Mass spectrometer - free radical analyses, 4 km/sec inlet speed sampling 
in free molecular and continuum flow 

o Cloud characterization - condensibles and dust clouds composition, 
advanced techniques for particle size, shape, and number density 

o Radar altimeter - lightweight (-5 kg) 

' 1 o Auxiliary experiments - geochemical lander instruments 
' 
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Balloon 

o Balloon systems - new concepts and techniques for longer life at lower 
altitudes (-40 km), new skin materials, deployment techniques, power 
systems (RTG, battery), RTG interactions, packaging and inflation 
techniques, high temperature electronics 

o Instruments - cloud characterization devices 

o Dropsondes - design, instruments 

o Auxiliary experiments - geochemical lander (dropsonde) instruments 
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from about 500 to several thousand kg which require launch vehicles ranging from 

the Atlas/Centaur to the Shuttle/IUS. The mission designs depend on the nation's 

launch vehicle scenario in the post-1980 time frame, i.e. whether there is a mix 

of conventional launch vehicles and the Space Shuttle or whether only the Shuttle 

will be available. All of the proposed missions can be launched by the Shuttle 

plus an interif!l upper stage (IUS) derivative. If available, the Shuttle opens 

the door for many additional possibilities, not the least of which are combina-

tions of the individual missions into single missions. The reality of this 

possibility must be borne in mind in future studies of this kind. 

Another set of options not given much attention in this study is the 

possibility of piggy-back measurements (remote sensing, Entry Probe, Lander, or 

Balloon dropoff) at Venus from a flyby spacecraft dedicated to other solar 

system objects, e.g., Venus gravity-assist missions. Again, these possibilities 

should be included in future studies when those missions become better defined. 

Orbiters (6.0) 

In the last decade there have been successful missions to all of the inner 

planets. Most of these missions carried imaging systems that acquired data on 

the surface morphology of the planets so that today we are on the threshold of 

being able to perform significant comparative planetology. A ''spECtrum" of inner 

planets is beginning to emerge in which Earth is at one end of the scale, with 

~ts rather mobile, easily deformed lithosphere, and the Moon is at the other end 

of the scale with its apparently thick, rigid lithosphere. Mars appears to be 

more "Earth-like," while Mercury (at least the approximately fifty per cent that 

was observed) seems to be more "Moon-like". The big question mark in this "spec-

trum" is Venus, simply because so little is known of its surface morphology and 

geologic history. 
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Some aspects of Venus surface history are hinted at from analysis of 

Earth-based radar data. These data show large circular basins (perhaps similar 

to the impact basins on the Moon, Mars, and Mercury that represent the final 

stages of planetary accretion), smaller raised-rim craters, long topographically 

high areas (mountain ranges?), and long topographic depressions, similar to the 

martian "canyonlands." The existence of these landforms signals a geologically 

interesting planet that has undergone (and perhaps continues to undergo) active 

planetary processes. 

Improvements in Earth-based radar facilities will increase the resolution 

of radar mapping and the surface area of the planet that can be observed with 

each Venus "opportunity". Pioneer Venus experiments (radar altimeter, doppler 

tracking) will acquire good, broad-based topographic and gravity data for much 

of Venus. However, despite both the improved Earth-based radar systems and the 

data from Pioneer Venus, the surface morphology and interior characteristics 

will remain the least-known science areas for Venus, and Venus will remain the 

least understood of the inner planets in terms of solid-object planetology. 

An orbiting mission to Venus that would carry a radar mapping system capable 

of obtaining full-planet coverage at better than l km resolution, with nested 

images at 100 m resolution or better, would bring Venus to the same general 

level of knowledge as Mars and Mercury. Additional radio experiments offer a 

potential for obtaining compositional and thermal mapping for Venus. Depending 

upon the spacecraft bus used for the mission, additional instruments could be 

carried in orbit to obtain gata on the ionosphere, atmosphere, and cloud dynamics. 

These would both complement and extend the data to be acquired by Pioneer' Venus. 

Landers ( 9. 0) 

Future exploration of Venus must include lander missions. Lander missions 

must be preceded by surface mapping so that la~ding sites can be selected in 
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relation to surface topography and so that measurements can be interpreted and 

extrapolated intelligently. Since the surface mapping of Venus requires the 

use of imaging radar, both advanced Earth-based radar mapping and an orbiting 

imaging radar mission such as VOIR appear necessary. Only the latter, however, 

will obtain the resolution required to characterize adequately the surface 

morphology. 

Following the VOIR, Pioneer Venus and additional Venera missions, and after 

results of improved Earth-based radar mapping are obtained, the following infor-

mation may have been acquired. 

(1) Scale and distribution of surface relief (shield and basin structure?). 

\ 
(2) Presence or absence (and if present, the structure of) mountain chains 

I 

i and linear valleys. 

(3) Cratering record and relative ages of widespread surface units. 

(4) Presence or absence of volcanic centers or regions. 

(5) Content of U, Th and K and possibly other elements in surface rocks 

at one or more localities. 

(6) Density of surface materials at one or more localities. 

(7) Axial symmetry of mass distribution, spin vector direction, polar 

motion, and, at least, the lowest-order gravitational harmonic. 

(8) Evidenc~ or lack of evidence of surficial change indicative of surface 

transport. 

(9) Presence or absence of hot spots with posrive anomalies ~l0°K (at best). 

(10) First order approximations of the planetary thermal flux. 

(11) Correlation, or lack of correlation of dielectric constant with 

morphological features or map units. 

(12) Surface wind velocities. 

(13) Morphological characteristics of selected surface features with 
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resolution of about 200 m that provide evidence of surface processes. 

While the above information would enhance greatly our knowledge of Venus, 

it would not provide answers that are sufficiently definitive to determine the 

present state and past history with the rigor required for comparative planeto-

logical studies. It is of the utmost importance that similarities and differences 

between Earth and Venus be known as completely as possible so.that the divergent 

evolutionary paths of the near-twin planets can be understood. The greatest lack 

of knowledge in the immediate post-VOIR time frame will be in geochemical 

prop~rties. That information can be obtained only by in situ.analyses of 

different crustal units. Thus, the prime goal of initial lander missions is to 

obtain compositional information. Such information may be obtained most quickly 

and most economically using multiple landers targeted to recognized terrajn 

types. These probe-landers should be capable of making atmospheric measurements 

during descent and of surviving for approximately one hour on the surface during 

which time passive y-ray spectrometry or x-ray fluorescence analyses can be 

performed. 

The next step, possibly concurrent with multiple short life probes if the 

shuttle launch capability is utilized, involves deployment of capsue landers 

having modest payloads·and a 10 to 20 hour lifetime on the surface. To achieve 

these lifetimes, heat shorts to the exterior of a landed capsule must be kept to 

a minimum. Thus, experiments to be carried must be relatively simple and 

performable in minutes to hours. A set of experiments designed with these con-

straints in mind, and with the aim of obtaining the most useful surface informa-

tion is given below. 

Experiment 

1. y-ray spectrometry 

Primary Applications 

Obtain evidence of differentiation, rock 
types and possi~le weathering mechanisms. 
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Experiment 

2. X-ray fluorescence 

3. Landing dynamiGS 

4. Surface visualization 

5. Spectral reflectance 

6. Wind velocity, pressure 
and temperature 

7. Gas chromatography 

~·8. Active seismic 
experiment 

Primary Applications 

Obtain evidence of differentiation,rock 
types (including possible sedimentary 
rocks) and pos'sible weathering mechanisms. 

Measure surface physical properties. 

Determine physical state and textural 
properties of surface materials. 

Obtain evidence of rock types, igneous 
history and state of surface oxidation. 

Assess possible importance of aeolian 
processes. 

Identify surface volatnes. 

Measure near surface physical properties 
and structure. 

The ultimate step in surface exploration, probably beyond the 1980's, will 

involve landing of long lifetime capsules with such refined capabilities as 

passive seismometry, solar tide measurement, mineralogical analysis and possible 

age dating. These capabilities require both extensive instrument development 

and spacecraft development, possibly incorporating high temperature electronics 

or unique refrigeration systems. Extensive SRT funding and effort are required 

in these areas and should begin soon if the final step in venusian exploratio? 

is to be realized on a reasonable time scale. 

Entry Probes (7.0) 

After Pioneer Venus, we anticipate that there.will remain two distinct 

first-order reasons for exploration of the Venus atmosphere by entry probes. 

One is to broaden the global coverage which, for Pioneer Venus, is restricted to 

a comparatively local region around the sub-Earth point. The other is for in 

situ measurements in the altitude region from 65 to 14-0 km which on Pioneer Venus 

will be investigated only by remote sensing. In addition, it will be important 
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to include landed science on these probes to continue the investigation of 

geochemical variability of the planet's crust. 

While Pioneer Venus will make significant contributions to the understanding 

of the Venus atmosphere, its mission-imposed confinement of probes to a 60° 

central angle about the approach asymptote--a point near the equator and 30° on 

the night side of the morning terminator--means that the definitions of circula-

tion streamline patterns, thermal contrasts as a function of altitude, and 

radiative energy balance and deposition profiles cannot be global. In particular, 

the probes are not able to approach closer than about 55° in longitude to the 

subsolar point, the driving center of the circulation; cannot go to the poles, 

which are excellent sites for discrimination between circulation models; and 

cannot enter on the back hemisphere of the planet relative to Earth. The 

extrapolation of the measurements taken in the cluster about the sub-Earth point 

to achieve a definitive circulation for the entire planet cannot be presently 

assured, and the adequacy of the definition achieved will have to be finall~ 

judged after the Pioneer Venus experiment results are analyzed and ·evaluated. 

It would appear, however, that a primary objective of the next atmospheric 

probe mission after Pioneer Venus should be to send probes into the atmosphere 

to explore the subsolar and polar regions, and one point in the back hemisphere 

of the planet to extend the global definition of the thermal contrast, which 

drives the general circulation, and to extend knowledge of the general circula-

tion itself more ~oadly than Pioneer Venus can achieve. 

The other objective should be to resolve some of the outstanding puzzles of 

the Venus upper atmosphere, some of which may be addressed by Pioneer Venus 

remote sensing, but which are not assured of final definition. These include 

the identification of the source of the ultraviolet haze clouds photographed by 

Mariner 10, which lie above the main clouds and above the descent-phase regime 

·of the Pioneer Venus probes; the detailed definition1 of the upper atmosphere 
I 
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circulation (the four-day circulation) to establish the basis (ground truth) for 

interpreting the Mariner 10 photographs; the resolution of the CO underabundance 

problem (which of the proposed mechanisms correctly explains the rapid loss rates 

of the products of co2 photodissociation?); the definition of the turbulent mix

ing efficiency (is it Earthlike or orders of magnitude greater?); the location 

of the turbopause by in situ composition measurements; and the measurement of 

free radical concentrations which catalyze the upper atmospheric chemistry. 

The understanding of some of these matters will likely be advanced by Pioneer 

Venus. For example, the bus mass spectrometer could identify some of the free 

radicals of interest and may locate the turbopause, or at least bound it (since 

the bus is not expected to survive below about 140 km altitude). Photochemical 

reactions peak between 70 km and 100 km altitud~ and in situ measurements in 

this altitude regime may be necessary to define adequately the reactions govern

ing the upper atmosphere. 

The"rationale for the landed science was discussed earlier. It seems clear 

that a relatively large number of chemical samples is desirable before conclusions 

are drawn concerning the composition of the surface of Venus and its variations, 

and that these samples should be correlated with locations of features in radar 

images. 

Technological concepts for a mission to respond to these combined objectives 

employ multiple probes launched from an orbiter. One large probe is directed to 

the subsolar region, while one small probe is sent to a pole and the other to the 

back side of the planet. The large probe is configured to develop aerodynamic 

lift, and after it descends to near 80 km altitude, it is turned upward by the 

lift and climbs to an altitude of about 170 km on a sounding-rocket-like 

excursion into the upper atmosphere at speeds below 4 km/sec. During this skip 

or zoom-climb period, it makes in situ measurements of the upper atmosphere. As 
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it descends a second time through 100 km, its~ajectory begins to respond to the 

wind forces, and the response is a measure of the high level winds. The two 

small probes do not employ lift or measure in the upper atmosphere. Their 

function is to make Pioneer-Venus class measurements at-the pole and on the far 

side of Venus. 

Instruments on the large probe include a mass spectrometer, atmosphere 

structure sensors, and an array of cloud characterizing instruments with 

enhanced capability compared to the sensors on Pioneer Venus probes. The 

circulation measurements on all three probes require a Doppler radar-altimeter. 

Instruments to record radiative flux and turbulence complete the atmospheric 

instrument payload. An X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer measures soil composition 

after landing, for a survival period on the order of one hour. Additional 

landed measurements would include soil hardness, short-term seismicity, and wind 

velocity. The small probe instrument complement omits the mass spe'ctrometer, 

because of its mass, and carries fewer cloud characterization instruments. The 

total instrument weight on the three probes is about 51 kg. 

There are some features of this mission which will require intensive support-

ing research and technology. In particular, free radical measurement by mass 

spectrometers under free~molecular and continuum flow conditions requires 

development (which will benefit further studies in the Earth's upper atmosphere 

as well as those of Venus, Mars, Jupiter, etc.). In addition, mass spectrometer 

sampling at molecular inlet speeds up to 4 km/sec requires further study, 

although it should be pointed out that the Viking Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectra-

meter will sample the Mars upper atmosphere under free molecular flow conditions 

at inlet speeds of 4.5 km/sec while the Pioneer Venus Bus and Orbiter mass 

spectrometers sample at about 11 km/sec. Some of the advanced•cloud characteriza-

tion experiments require development fromtheirpresent conceptual stages. Also 

I 
necessary is the development of a Doppler radar al~imeter which can be 
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accommodated at a reasonable weight allowance (5 kg or less) on these probes. 

Adequate basis for the lifting probe technology is believed to exist in past 

laboratory studies and in the Viking entry design, but there will undoubtedly 

be a rieed for further design studies. 

Balloons (8.0) 

Balloons are potentially an effective tool for studying the Venus atmosphere. 

They offer several observational advantages: (1) direct coupling to the wind 

fields; (2) long lifetime; (3) in situ measurements; and (4) the capability of 

releasing dropsondes at interesting sites. The first two features would allow 

studies to be done on a global scale, as well as the investigation of temporal 

variations of atmospheric quantities. 

Major atmospheric questions which may remain after Pioneer-Venus and which 

could be effectively aqdressed by balloon missions are the following: global 

wind patterns at balloon altitudes, drive for the circulation (including the 

drive for the 4-day atmospheric rotation), atmospheric waves, properties of key 

regions of the atmosphere (subsolar and antisolar points, polar regions), cloud 

composition and distribution, and the effects of circulation and clouds on the 

structure of the atmosphere. 

Current technology_limits balloon flotation altitudes to between about 55 

km and 70 km. The attractiveness of balloon missions would be considerably 

enhanced by technology developments which would permit balloon operations down 

to altitudes of 30-40 km. . ' Th~s would be very desipable for three reasons: First, 

the region between 40-50 km appears to be the location of the most rapid increase 

of the mean zonal winds; second, 35 km appears to be the approximate lower 

boundary of the clouds; and finally, remote sensing of the atmosphere below the 

top of the clouds is very difficult, so that in situ measurements are especially 

valuable for obtaining information in thesebwer 
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Sugges.ted science instrumentation to be carried by a balloon includes a 

transponder to facilitate balloon tracking; temperature and pressure sensors to 

characterize atmospheric structure and detect planetary waves; solar and infrared 

i 

\ net flux radiometers to determine energy deposition, drive for the circulation, 

I and cloud absorption and scattering properties; cloud property sensors, including 
I 

1 
a direct cloud composition instrument and electric field and discharge detectors; 

a 3-axis accelerometer to aid circulation measurements and studies of turbulence; 

and a gas chromatograph and/or a mass spectrometer to study atmospheric composition. 

In multiple balloon missions it would not be necessary for each balloon to carry 

all theffiove instruments, but rather each balloon would carry appropriate 

combinations of instruments so as to maximize the total science as a function of 

system weight. 

Dropsondes would be valuable additions to a balloon mission because of their 

capability of exploring the atmosphere below the balloon flotation altitude. 

Furthermore, dropsondes instrumented with surface science packages should be 

included in any balloon mission. Possible instrumentation, not all of which 

would be carried by each dropsonde, would include a transponder, pressure and 

temperature sensors, cloud composition detector, nephelometer, solar and 

infrared net flux radiometers, and instruments to investigate surface properties 

such as composition, porosity, and dielectric constant. 

Selection of balloon mission strategy, i.e. single versus multiple balloons, 

latitude versus altitude coverage, etc., will depend on the results of Pioneer 

Venus and the Soviet exploration program, as well as existing technology at the 

time of mission inception. Regardless of the exact details of the mission, 

however, the use of an orbiter in conjunction with one or more balloons would 

have several scientific and data handling advantages, and shoulg therefore be 

considered if a balloon mission is initiated. 
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Although the scientific instrumentation discussed above has, for the most 

part, been suggested by previous studies of balloon missions, the measurements 

that would be done are fundamental to our understanding of the Venus atmosphere 

and its surface. Much of the instrumentation developed under the Pioneer Venus 

program and other Venus exploration missions could be readily adapted to a 

balloon mission with minor modifications, such as scale changes for balloons 

floating above -50 km altitude. The major gaps in instrumentation capability 

are the existence of a direct cloud-composition detector and instrument electronics 

capable of working for extended periods at high temperatures. Further research 

should therefore be devoted to the development of an instrument to measure cloud 

composition (with emphasis on solid particulate analysis) and the development of 

high temperature electronics. 

The key projected technology problems that are foreseen for the balloon 

Bystem itself are associated with gondola power supply, balloon deployment, 

packaging, and materials development. A reliable packaging, deployment, and 

inflation technique is critical to success of the mission. In addition, the 

system must survive in the environment of Venus for an extended period. Balloon 

skin materials will be required that can resist UV damage, limit permeation at 

elevated temperatures, resist sulfuric acid degradation of both strength and 

optical properties, and resist leakage due to packaging and deployment stresses. 

Most of these problems will be increasingly severe at lower altitudes. The 

identification of the necessary technology developments, to a large extent, hinge 

on the findings of Pioneer Venus. 
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